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people about: volleys of shots from nowhere at nothing.
The whole of Addis a gaunt empty shell, tangled with
steaming rubbish and stifled with hot hanging air. The
smoke still put the stars out.
Heroically we advanced upon the American Legation.
We were prepared for anything, except to find that there
was nobody defending the gate because no one was attacking
it. Inside the refugees were twanging over their soup and
beef hash. I have never assisted at such a sell.
Yet at that very moment a band were pouring shot into
Gurney's lorry from the huts outside the mission. Two
women behind were killed outright and Buxton received
two bullets in the calf. Till then lorries had been sacrosanct.
We joined convoys again and went home. At a forced
stop I saw a little heap beside the wheel. As I jumped
down I noticed that everything round was smelling of stale
Chianti, rotten bodies, unswept offal, the sort of things to
which one was getting accustomed but in an exaggerated
and more loathsome form. Old dead lay on the pave-
ment.
The heap was a young boy, dead from a shot in the fore-
head. About fourteen, of a pale brown complexion,
beautiful, once lively features, short nose and big eyelids.
In his hand he had a blue zabanicfs cap which he must
have taken for fun. Already the bone before his brain had
coloured his skin purple along the fractures. His thin
limbs were sprawled sweetly but a little stiffly over the
broken road. The blood and they were slowly drying.
A stray shot must have levelled him among the drunken
looters who fought for possession of something not worth
having near the Pont Makonnen. I recommend that
mothers keep their children indoors when the next war ends.
The Ethiopians are poor shots, and for everyone of these
massacred you will have ten in European streets.
War waged against the civilian population ends in the
break-up of the civilian population into warring elements.
The dead in Addis were of all classes. Whites, Levan-
tines, Amharas of rank, police, officials, priests, meat-
porters, message-boys, beggars. They were of all ages.
I saw dead women in the streets.
When the Italians came in they numbered them at over
seven hundred. I believe that this, like most of their

